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Chapter 1 : Download Canon EOS Rebel T5i PDF User Manual Guide
Introduction The EOS D is a digital single-lens reflex camera featuring a fine- detail CMOS sensor with approx. effective
megapixels, DIGIC 5, high-precision and high-speed 9-point AF, approx. 5 fps continuous shooting, Live View shooting,
and Full High-Definition (Full HD) movie shooting.

Our tests have found the image quality and performance of both cameras to be identical and they use the same
batteries and accessories as well. Accordingly, this review is a very slightly modified version of the EOS
review we posted in the summer of As noted above, much of the substance of this review is adapted from our
earlier coverage of its predecessor anyway. So long, EOS D. We hardly knew you. Look a bit closer, however,
and improvements have been made in each of these areas, with an eye both to more seasoned users who
demand SLR performance and compact camera upgraders who want a familiar feeling interface. In the age of
YouTube, quick and easy access to video recording capability is a must. And for users that are far more
familiar with composing via an LCD screen than a viewfinder, live view performance is of no small concern.
One of the most noteworthy of these is the ability to offer continuous AF tracking while recording movies.
The Hybrid AF system uses these to quickly set the lens to roughly the correct distance, then uses contrast
detection AF to fine-tune focus. In theory, this should provide faster and more certain focusing for live view
and video shooting compared to Canon models which rely on CDAF alone. You can read a more detailed
explanation of this technology and see it in action on the AF performance page of the EOS D review. The EOS
D also features a touchscreen. This is of the capacitive contact sensitive rather than resistive pressure sensitive
type, behaving like that of a typical smartphone. In Live View and Movie modes the screen can be used to
specify the point of focus and optionally release the shutter. It also supports iPhone-like multi-touch and
gestures. The rear screen has been redesigned with no air gap between the display and cover glass in an
attempt to reduce reflections and improve visibility in bright light. The camera also has a built-in stereo
microphone to provide sound for video, while retaining an external microphone input. With the camera itself
offering little to distinguish itself from the EOS D, the option to buy the D with the new, stepper-motor-driven
mm STM lens stands out as its main attraction. The lens offers better movie focusing and up to four stops of
image stabilization, along with a close focusing distance of 0. An internal focus design means the lens does
not extend when focusing. The STM designation is of particular interest to video shooters as it has the
potential for quiet autofocus and improved AF speed. Those familiar with using just about any camcorder are
accustomed to smooth and reasonably accurate autofocus, while the average SLR focuses slowly indeed
previous Rebels only focused when prompted by the user. Older Rebels were even known to gain up exposure
during video if you asked them to focus. All are designed to take full advantage of the Hybrid AF system
found in the EOS D, D and D, with quiet autofocus, helpful when shooting video, and full time manual focus.
The STM focus motor is extremely quiet, indeed inaudible in video recording and, when using the optical
viewfinder, impressively fast, offering a noticeable improvement over its predecessor. The filter thread on the
STM lens remains 58mm.
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Chapter 2 : Canon EOS D - EOS Digital SLR and Compact System Cameras - Canon UK
This user guide is recorded for any photographers who have purchased a Canon D / REBEL T5i and just need a friend
to point them in the right direction. This isn't a beginners guide to photography, I don't cover the basics of aperture and
shutter speed for instance, I don't talk about composition.

In model ranking, it currently sits above the EOS D. The body is made from stainless steel and polycarbonate
resin with glass fibre. Those who grew up on film SLRs will be in seventh heaven with the optical finder!
Place your eye next to the turret finder and you view through the optical eyepiece. Tap a button immediately
next to the viewfinder and you fire up the touchable LCD screen. This doubles as the video record button. At
right, the mode dial which has positions for PASM; intelligent and creative auto; flash options; portrait,
landscape, macro and sports options; scene modes: The latter two are interesting for those who want to push
the boundaries without possessing the expertise. In handheld night scene you can shoot handheld, with the
camera firing off four shots, then auto selecting the least camera shake. HDR backlight control is similar in
that the camera shoots three exposures at differing exposures, finally combining them in to one
exposure-balanced image. Next to the mode dial is the three position power switch: Forward of the mode dial
is a dedicated ISO button, a godsend for those who play with variable sensitivities. Further forward is the
shutter button and main selector dial. The Q button gives access to a range of creative filters: Also found at the
rear are buttons for AE lock, AF point selection, exposure compensation, quick control, replay and trash. The
card slot is at the right side of the camera, which means you can switch cards with the camera remaining
tripod-mounted. The screen is vari-angle, swinging sideways by degrees and vertically by degrees. All in all,
an unchallenging layout and one, I figure, the newcomer can quickly become familiar with. The menu layout
is comprehensive and, while displaying many settings, is easily navigable. But do read the manual before you
engage with the menu! But do compare it with the mirrorless models before you finally decide. Having said
that, the camera is well balanced and easily hand-holdable. The AF has nine cross-type points spread across
the frame. You can manually select and adjust focus points, or simply use full automatic mode. Because you
must use the main switch to select video you cannot shoot stills mid video recording. By ISO still travelling
quite well and useable. Notice the shot above of the mangrove trees and backlit yachts: An ideal starter model
for the DSLR wish-alots! Program AE, shutter and aperture priority, manual. Auto, to 25, Rechargeable
lithium ion battery, DC input.
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Chapter 3 : Canon EOS D (Camera) Manuals
Canon EOS D PDF User Manual / Owner's Manual / User Guide offers information and instructions how to operate the
EOS D, include Quick Start Guide, Basic Operations, Advanced Guide, Menu Functions, Custom Settings,
Troubleshooting & Specifications of Canon EOS D.

We rated Luminar as "Highly Recommended". Visit the Luminar web site to try it for free. It is a fairly small
camera with a largely plastic shell and a pretty narrow, mildly uncomfortable hand-grip. The emphasis is on
the word "mildly", though - in actual use, the size and shape of the grip proved not to be too much of an
annoyance. When changing lenses, EF lenses need to be aligned with the red dot on the lens mount, whereas
EF-S lenses must be aligned with the white mark. Most of the controls are in the same place as on the D, with
the changes being mostly cosmetic in nature. All of the buttons are clearly labelled but, being flush to the
body, can be a little hard to press at times. The screen has an aspect ratio of 3: The D is the second EOS
camera to feature a touch-screen. It supports a variety of multi-touch gestures, such as pinching and swiping,
for choosing shooting modes, changing settings, tracking faces, selecting auto-focus points, and focusing and
taking a picture in Live View mode. In playback you can swipe to move from image to image and pinch to
zoom in and out, just like on an iPad or other tablet device. The ability to focus and take the shot with a single
press of your finger on the screen makes it quick and easy to capture the moment, although holding the camera
out in front of you and waiting for the sluggish Live View AF system does slow things down a little. The
difference between Canon and Nikon and the others is that Sony, Olympus and Pentax have opted for
stabilisation via the camera body, rather than the lens, which therefore works with their entire range of lenses.
The fully-automatic Scene Intelligent Auto mode analyses the scene in front of you and automatically picking
the best settings, much like the systems used by lot of digital compacts. Soft Focus dramatizes an image and
smooths over any shiny reflections, Grainy Black and White creates that timeless look, Toy Camera adds
vignetting and color shift, and Miniature Effect makes a scene appear like a small-scale model, simulating the
look from a tilt-shift lens. The camera also has a Creative Auto mode which is targeted at beginners who have
grown out of using the Scene Intelligent Auto mode, allowing you to change a few key settings using the LCD
screen via a simple slider system for changing the aperture and exposure compensation, or Background and
Exposure as the camera refers to them. Essentially a more extreme version of the well-established Picture
Styles, this offers nine options including Standard, Vivid, Soft, Warm, Intense, Cool, Brighter, Darker and
Monochrome, all of which can be interactively tweaked to suit your taste. Two other notable shooting modes
are HDR Backlight, which takes three shots at different exposures and combines them into one with greater
shadow and highlight detail, and the Hand-held Night scene mode which again takes multiple images at fast
shutter speeds and blends them together for a sharp result. Front Rotating LCD Screen In the Creative Zone,
the photographer gets to set a lot of shooting variables, including white balance, sensitivity, AF mode,
exposure compensation, drive mode and so on. Most of these functions have their own dedicated buttons - ISO
on the top panel, the rest on the back - while others can be set on the interactive status screen accessible via the
Q quick control button. Examples for the latter include file quality settings, metering mode, flash exposure
compensation and Auto Lighting Optimiser. The available white balance settings are Auto, Daylight, Shade,
Cloudy, Tungsten, Fluorescent and Custom; there is no way to enter a Kelvin value manually. You can
fine-tune any of the presets using the White Balance Correction feature. You do not have to hold down the
button while turning the wheel. Auto ISO is also available. The chosen ISO speed is also displayed in the
viewfinder. In use, we have found the AF system to be pretty quick even with the kit lens, although the focus
motor was a bit loud for our tastes. Both of these selective metering modes are midtone-based; there is no
highlight- or shadow-based spot metering available as with some rivals. When shooting contrasty scenes, it is
worth using the Evaluative mode in conjunction with the Auto Lighting Optimiser feature, accessible by
hitting the Q button and using the interactive status panel. The Live View button is within easy reach of your
right thumb. Using this button it is easy to enter Live View, but it takes a surprising amount of time for the
camera to actually display the live image think several seconds. A grid line display and very useful live
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histogram can be enabled to help with composition and exposure, and you can zoom in by up to 10x
magnification of the image displayed on the LCD screen. Focusing in Live View via a half-press of the shutter
release as normal. The use of the Quick mode briefly interrupts the live view feed as the mirror is momentarily
lowered so that the AF sensors can be engaged, and it also involves a lot of mirror slapping for the same
reason. Live view mode circumvents this problem by employing a contrast-detect method. While this is
slower, and sometimes it may still take up to three seconds for the camera to lock focus in this mode, I have
found that about half a second was enough most of the time. This is still too slow for anything that moves use the optical finder and the regular auto focus module for that type of shooting - but it is perfectly OK with
still subjects. Obviously, you can also opt to focus manually - the large and high-res screen is a real boon to
those who do this on a regular basis. As noted above, you can even magnify into the live image, by up to 10x,
which allows very accurate focusing. Note however that the available frame rates are also dependent on what
you have set in the menu under "Video system": You can also initiate auto focus at any time while recording a
clip. However, be warned that the microphone can pick up the sound of the focus motor, and the subject might
even go out of focus for a few seconds. Setting a small aperture and relying on depth of field for focus is a
better idea. The Video Snapshot feature allows short clips of 2, 4 or 8 sec to be merged into a single movie
file, for footage that is short, easy to edit and of similar lengths to the clips used in most TV programmes. The
clips are saved to a Video Snapshot Album and you can even add a soundtrack in-camera. The EOS D runs on
the same proprietary LP-E8 battery as the D and D which, according to measurements that conform with CIPA
standards, provides enough power for images when using the optical viewfinder, and about shots with Live
View or about one and a half hours of video recording. The battery can be charged in the supplied LC-E8 E
charger. Also in the box is a neck strap, a software CD and a user manual, which Canon thankfully provides in
printed form, in several languages. As noted earlier, the auto focus was fast when using the optical viewfinder,
and not always painstakingly slow when using Live View, either. It takes a bit of time for the camera to fully
start up if you wait for the sensor cleaning cycle to be completed, but as sensor cleaning can always be
interrupted at a half-press of the shutter release, this is not a real issue. The only thing we found to be truly and
somewhat inexplicably slow was entering Live View - it invariably took several seconds for the camera to
raise its mirror and display the live image.
Chapter 4 : User manual Canon EOS D | User manual â€“ Devicemanuals
Canon EOS D / Rebel T5i User Guide Download Canon EOS D / Rebel T5i Full Instruction Manual Download >> Canon
EOS / PowerShot Camera PDF User Guide Downloads.

Chapter 5 : CANON EOS D INSTRUCTION MANUAL Pdf Download.
Metering Modes: TTL full aperture metering with zone SPC (1) Evaluative metering (linked to all AF points) (2) Partial
metering at center (approx. 9% of viewfinder).

Chapter 6 : Canon EOS D Review
Download Canon EOS Rebel T5i EF-S user manual PDF.

Chapter 7 : Canon EOS D Review | Photography Blog
I have a canon eos rebel t5i, however, every manual i find is for canon eos rebel t5i d and that camera has different
features which mine does not, does not seem to be a substitute, is there a manual that is not d but is t5i? please help.

Chapter 8 : The First User's Guide to the Canon Rebel T5i / EOS D Now Available! | Picturing Change
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Download drivers, software, firmware and manuals for your Canon product and get access to online technical support
resources and troubleshooting.

Chapter 9 : Canon EOS D/Rebel T5i In-Depth Review: Digital Photography Review
Moose's Cheat Cards for the Canon Rebel T5i and the EOS D My Cheat Cards tell you exactly which Settings and
Modes to use with your Canon T5i (D) for a variety of Subjects and Scenes! Each cheat card is focused on a specific
scenario with simple step-by-step instructions written for beginners.
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